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Abstract

Biogenic carbonate mollusc shells have the unique property of being a durable material found in many archaeological and geological sites, recording in their shell chemical composition the ambient environmental conditions during the mollusc’s lifespan. In particular, mollusc shell Mg/Ca ratios have been suggested to be related to seawater temperature, although such a relationship is controversial and appears to be species- and even location-specific. This study investigates the use of Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) for the rapid
measurement of Mg/Ca profiles within *Patella vulgata* shells, via comparison with one established analytical technique that is most often used for this purpose, ICP-OES. LIBS offers some advantages over other spectrometric techniques, including ICP-OES, the latter requiring initial micromilling of sample powders. LIBS offers faster measurement, reduced sample preparation, easier automation and less complex and lower cost instrumentation. A high correlation is evident between LIBS and ICP-OES Mg/Ca profiles within four archaeological *P. vulgata* shells, as well as strong similarities between LIBS measurements made in two different areas of each *P. vulgata* shell (i.e. the apex and a more conventional transect along the axis of shell growth). Validation of the LIBS technique for determination of Mg/Ca profiles within *P. vulgata* shells has implications for archaeological studies, because a greater number of shell specimens sampled from each archaeological site and chronological level can be measured, thereby improving the statistical robustness of data interpretation and conclusions. One example archaeological application that would benefit from application of the LIBS technique is identification of the season-of-capture of marine molluscs as a food resource for prehistoric societies.
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### 1. Introduction

Marine mollusc shells are routinely found in many geological [1] and archaeological deposits [2], from low to high latitudes [3]. They can preserve valuable information about past climate conditions, because their chemical composition (i.e. a chemical proxy) during the growth of the shell can be dependent on the ambient environmental conditions, in particular seawater temperature. One potential seawater temperature proxy is the amount of, minor elements (e.g. magnesium and strontium) that substitute for calcium within the crystal structure of the mollusc shell carbonate mineral [6]. These elemental analyses are most frequently performed using spectrometry techniques such as Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES), Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) and also Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma- Mass Spectroscopy (LA-ICP-MS) [6-8]. All of these
ICP-based analytical techniques facilitate measurement of the molar concentrations of each element incorporated into the mollusc shell carbonate. In contrast, Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) has been much less frequently used for determinations of mollusc shell elemental concentrations [9-12]. One of the main advantages of LIBS, compared to ICP-based techniques, is the reduction in the time required to perform spatially-resolved analyses, because LIBS does not require extensive sample preparation [13]; LA-ICP-MS also is considerably more costly and complex instrumentation [14, 15].

The relationship between mollusc shell elemental ratios and seawater temperature is, however, still somewhat controversial. Only a few studies have identified a strong dependence of mollusc shell Mg/Ca on seawater temperature, and secondary factors, such as growth rate, or even location, also can influence elemental incorporation [16-20]. Therefore, additional studies are required on different mollusc species, in order to determine whether their shell Mg/Ca ratios can be applied to archaeological investigations and past climate reconstructions. The LIBS methodology, and associated substantial reduction in analytical time [21], potentially could be applied to increase the number of mollusc shell specimens that can be studied. To that end, the LIBS technique would be particularly useful in archaeological studies seeking to determine mollusc season-of-capture, i.e. at what time of the year this marine food resource was harvested by prehistoric societies, for which a large number of mollusc shells need to be measured in order to obtain statistically significant results. Similarly, LIBS could well have future potential for enhancing palaeoclimatological applications, when measurement of a larger number of specimens would also increase the robustness of past climate change reconstructions.

In this study, Mg/Ca ratios in four archaeological shells of *Patella vulgata* Linnaeus, 1758 (common limpet) collected from archaeological shell middens from the Cantabrian region (northern Iberia) have been measured with LIBS, for two different parts of the shell, and compared for the first time (for this biogenic carbonate material) with the established ICP-OES technique. The advantages and limitations of using LIBS for applications of the type described here, specifically with archaeological implications, are discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Archaeological shells
Four *P. vulgata* specimens were collected from the archaeological shell midden site of El Mazo, located in the town of Andrín, near Llanes, Asturias, northern Spain. The majority of this archaeological assemblage is assigned to the Mesolithic chronological period, approx. 10 700–6 800 calibrated radiocarbon years before present (BP), a period during which marine molluscs were an important food resource [22]. The specimens analysed in this study were recovered from four different stratigraphic units (numbered 107, 105, 112 and 101) and dated as Early Holocene, from 8 400 cal years BP to 7 900 cal years before present (see [9]).

2.2. ICP-OES sample preparation and determination of intra-shell Mg/Ca profiles

The four *P. vulgata* shells studied were first cleaned using ultrapure water and air-dried at ambient laboratory temperature. Subsequently, each shell specimen was partially coated with a metal epoxy resin along the axis of maximum growth, i.e. from anterior to posterior margins, to avoid the shell breaking when it was sectioned along the main growth axis. Sectioning was performed using a Buehler Isomet low-speed saw and a diamond wheel. The thick (~1.5 mm) sections obtained then were fixed onto a glass microscope slide with metal epoxy resin and polished, using 1 μm diamond suspension grit, until the internal growth lines and increments were clearly visible (Fig. 1). For ICP-OES element/Ca determinations, calcium carbonate powder samples were milled from the $m+2$ calcite layer [25], using a New Wave MicroMill and a 1 mm drill bit, samples being removed sequentially every 100 to 200 μm following the growth direction from the shell edge. These samples always weighed more than 100 μg. All powder samples were placed in acid-cleaned 1.5 ml micro-centrifuge tubes immediately after milling.
Fig. 1: Thick-section of *P. vulgata* specimen MA.105.3 showing where the CaCO$_3$ powder samples were micromilled for ICP-OES measurements, as well as the sampling path for the LIBS measurements near the shell apex (m-2 layer) and along the $m+2$ calcite layer [25]. Powder samples were removed sequentially from the shell edge, along the growth direction axis, using a MicroMill and a 1 mm drill bit. White lines show the powder micromilling sampling strategy and black dots are an illustration of the path of the LIBS laser shots (actual craters are smaller and more closely spaced).

Each milled powder sample was then dissolved in 1 ml of 0.075 M HNO$_3$ (Ultrapure grade) inside the 1.5 ml micro-centrifuge tubes. Micro-centrifuge tubes were placed into an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes and then left overnight. The next day, samples were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1 500 rpm to collect any insoluble residue in the base of the tubes, the upper 0.8 ml of the 0.075 M HNO$_3$ digest solution being removed and added to 2.2 ml of 0.075 M HNO$_3$ in 13 ml autosampler tubes. Mg/Ca ratios were determined using a Thermo Scientific iCAP6300 ICP-OES at Manchester Metropolitan University (UK), using emission line wavelengths 317.9 nm for Ca and 279.5 nm for Mg.

An intensity-ratio calibration was applied for ICP-OES elemental ratio determinations [26], using synthetic standard solutions in the range 0 to 35 mmol/mol for Mg/Ca. Elemental ratio calibration standards were prepared and measured at Ca concentrations ranging between 5 and 40 µg/ml (in 5 µg/ml increments), with sample Ca concentrations then matched to the closest calibration standard to minimise any Ca matrix effect on Mg/Ca ratios. ICP-OES analytical precision was monitored by running intermediate elemental ratio calibration standards every 5 to 6 samples. On the four days of analysis, Mg/Ca precision (expressed as %RSD; N = 31, 30, 26 and 25) was 0.70%, 0.42%, 0.93% and 0.71%. In order to determine the accuracy and precision of ICP-OES sample Mg/Ca determinations, and to facilitate correction of subtle differences among different days of analysis, two certified reference materials (CRMs) were measured, i.e. ECRM-752 and CMSI-1767 [27, 28]. For each CRM, approximately 50 mg was
dissolved in 50 ml of 0.075M HNO3, before being diluted to a nominal Ca concentration of 15 
µg/ml (1.875 ml of each CRM stock solution made up to 50 ml with 0.075m HNO3). Analysis 
of the CRMs, distributed within ICP-OES sample sequences, returned a precision (expressed 
as %RSD; N = 13, 6, 12 and 10; total N = 41) of 1.83% for all Mg/Ca measurements, also 
yielding a Mg/Ca accuracy within 99.2% of reported values [28].

2.3. LIBS set-up and intra-shell Mg/Ca profiles

The same four P. vulgata shell samples were measured using a LIBS setup after micromilling 
of powders for ICP-OES measurements, without any further sample preparation. The 
automated measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2. The laser source is a Q-Switched Nd:YAG 
(Lotis LS-2147) emitting 16 ns pulses at 1 064 nm with a 10 Hz repetition rate and 35 mJ of 
ergy per pulse. The laser beam was focused on the sample with a 75 mm focal fused-silica 
 lens. The light from the generated plasma at the sample surface was captured by a 600 µm-
diameter optical fibre coupled to an Acton SP-300i spectrometer with a Princeton Instruments 
PIMAX-3 intensified CCD detector. The spectrometer was configured with a capture window 
of 20 µs, starting 0.5 µs after the laser shot, a compromise value that results in a low 
contribution of the background radiation but strong atomic emission lines. Arranged co-axially 
with the focusing optics, an industrial-grade colour CCD camera enabled visual observation 
and recording of a small area (7x5 mm) of the sample surface around the focal point of the 
laser. The sample was placed on an XYZ motorised stage that enables a precise path to be 
followed across the shell section and real-time correction of the focal position to account for 
surface height irregularities. All aspects of the LIBS set-up are controlled by custom software 
in Matlab®, which allows a user to draw a sampling path across the mollusc shell surface to 
follow the specimen’s maximum growth axis.

The measurements were performed in two different areas of P. vulgata shell cross-sections: 
(1) Sampling paths followed the centre of calcite layer m+2 (after [25]; see Fig. 1), starting 
from the shell edges (i.e. the most recently deposited material). This is the same shell layer 
from where material for ICP-OES analyses was previously micromilled (it is also the part of 
the shell on which oxygen-isotope ratio analyses are typically performed [29]). The distance 
between LIBS sampling points was fixed at 200 µm and the crater size was 100 µm in diameter, 
with no overlap. 50 laser shots were fired at every sampling point to improve the signal to noise 
ratio of the generated optical spectra.
Linear paths from the exterior of the shell’s apex to the inner surface of the shells (area in contact with the mollusc), through the inner calcite layer m-2 (see Fig. 1). This area has only recently been explored for determination of elemental ratios using the LA-ICP-MS technique [30]; in this part of the Patella limpet shell the growth increments are “compressed” into a small thickness of only ~1–2 mm, compared to the 10s of millimetres that span all of the growths increments within the m+2 layer. Classical analytical techniques that require micromilling of sample powders (ICP-OES, ICP-MS and IRMS) cannot achieve sufficient spatial resolution in the apex region of these marine mollusc shells. LIBS measurements in this m-2 layer have been performed every 25 µm, with ca. 75 µm overlap between individual measurements. In the biogenic calcite with crossed-foliated matrix that forms both m+2 and m-2 layers, the LIBS ablation process in this setup produces circular craters 100 µm in diameter with an average depth of 0.2 µm per laser shot.

![LIBS experimental setup](image)

Mg/Ca ratios were determined from LIBS emission spectra. First, one emission peak for each element was selected: 285.2 nm for Mg and 300.7 nm for Ca. These are different emission lines to the ones used for ICP-OES measurements (279.5 nm for Mg and 317.9 nm for Ca) in order to obtain peaks with more similar heights and closer wavelengths [31]. These lines have been verified to be not saturated and free from self-absorption. Then, the ratio of the integrated area
of the two emission peaks was calculated for every spectrum, and the average ratio (of 50
spectra) was obtained at each LIBS measurement point. Some of the LIBS experiments
undertaken in this study have been performed with the spectrometer configured with a “wide”
low resolution spectral window, from 277 to 563 nm, using a 150 grooves/mm grating, while
others employed a “narrow” spectral window, from 274 to 306 nm, using a 1200 grooves/mm
grating. The wide window enables processing of different emission lines of the same elements,
as well as investigation of the presence (or not) of other elements (e.g. Sr, Li and Ba) within
the carbonate matrix, but could result in saturated spectra due to the many strong calcium
emission lines that are sampled. The narrow window can be focused on selected emission lines
with higher signal to noise ratio and no saturation.

In order to verify the validity of the selected analytical lines (i.e. a linear relationship between
the Mg/Ca molar ratio and the calculated LIBS raw intensity ratio), a custom reference material
with similar composition to the marine biogenic carbonates and with known Mg/Ca ratios
(from 0.2% to 10%) was created (as reported in [9]). The results obtained showed a clear linear
correlation ($R^2 = 0.99$) with the actual Mg/Ca molar ratio for a wide range of concentrations (2
mmol/mol to 100 mmol/mol), thus confirming the suitability of the LIBS configuration and
selection of emission lines described here for this application. Using the expression
recommended by [32], a Limit of Detection (LoD) value of 0.122 mmol/mol was found for the
wide spectral window and 0.043 mmol/mol for the narrow window [9]. The data derived from
this study suggest a LIBS analytical precision (expressed as %RSD; N=50 per reference
material) of 2.24%.

Because the captured LIBS spectra are not corrected for the wavelength-dependent optical
efficiency of the experimental setup, and due to the absence of specific matrix-matched
calibration standards for the marine mollusc shell biogenic carbonate measured, the resulting
LIBS Mg/Ca is a raw value expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.), unlike the ICP-OES derived
molar concentration units (i.e. mmol/mol). Furthermore, the Mg/Ca values (a.u.) measured by
LIBS are consistently representative of the actual Mg/Ca molar ratio only when the LIBS
experimental conditions (e.g. gain intensifier, optical alignment or spectrometer configuration)
are identical between data collection intervals, a situation that was not always possible during
this study. Different normalization approaches [32] and calibration-free LIBS (CF-LIBS)
techniques [33] have been tested to address this limitation, but the results are unreliable due to
limitations of the LIBS instrumental set-up applied in this study; for the narrow spectral
window the number of spectral lines is too low, while for the wide window the spectral
resolution is not high enough. The current LIBS instrumental configuration used in this work prevents accurate values of the plasma temperature and electron density being obtained, these parameters needed to correct for shot-to-shot fluctuations and matrix effects. It must be noted, however, that these issues are not an intrinsic limitation of the LIBS analytical technique. Accurate Mg/Ca molar ratios (and therefore seawater temperature reconstructions) should be obtainable using the aforementioned calibration-free techniques and different LIBS instrumentation (i.e. an echelle-based spectrometer with higher resolution and wider wavelength span).

3. Results

Fig. 3 shows two representative LIBS spectra obtained from a P. vulgata biogenic calcium carbonate shell, for both the wide (left) and narrow (right) spectral windows. The selected LIBS emission lines for Mg and Ca are highlighted in the figure.

Fig. 3: Representative LIBS spectra of P. vulgata biogenic calcium carbonate using the wide spectral window (left) and the narrow one (right). Analytical lines for Mg and Ca were selected based on similar intensity and close wavelengths, not saturated, and free from self-absorption.

From the averaged raw (a.u.) ratio between the Mg and Ca emission line intensities measured at each sampling point, an intra-mollusc shell Mg/Ca profile is plotted to show the relative variation of the Mg amount along the sampling path. All the experiments showed a significant fluctuation of Mg/Ca ratios along the profiles generated for each P. vulgata specimen. Two consecutive Mg/Ca profiles were performed along the same sampling path for one specimen (MA.101.3), using identical LIBS setup and experimental conditions, as shown in Fig. 4. There is a substantial correlation ($R^2 = 0.98$) between the two consecutively measured Mg/Ca profiles,
suggesting that the LIBS measurements are highly repetitive, provided that the LIBS set-up and experimental conditions are identical.

The first set of LIBS measurements obtained Mg/Ca profiles along transects from the _P. vulgata_ shell edges to each shell apex, following a sampling path along the centre of the long calcite layer \( m+2 \) (Fig. 1). A total of 48, 57, 78 and 49 measurement points were completed at a spacing of 0.2 mm on _P. vulgata_ specimens MA.107.3, MA.105.3, MA.112.3 and MA.101.3, respectively. LIBS-derived Mg/Ca profiles through individual shell growth series identified between one and three cycles in Mg/Ca, which mimic intra-annual cycles in seawater temperature (Fig. 5). The minima in LIBS Mg/Ca (0.78, 0.76, 0.77 and 0.77 a.u.) were similar in all four specimens, whereas the maxima (1.04, 1.07, 1.13 and 1.00 a.u.) exhibited some variability, the latter causing differences in the ranges of LIBS derived Mg/Ca (0.26, 0.31, 0.36 and 0.22 a.u.).

These LIBS Mg/Ca profiles can be compared directly with the ICP-OES Mg/Ca measurements. A total of 100, 90, 115 and 88 calcite powder samples were milled from the same _P. vulgata_
specimens MA.107.3, MA.105.3, MA.112.3 and MA.101.3, respectively, with actual molar Mg/Ca ratios determined by comparison of ICP-OES spectral line intensities with synthetic calibration solutions, as described above. The results obtained (Fig. 5) also exhibited between one and three cycles in Mg/Ca within individual *P. vulgata* shells. The maximum Mg/Ca (25.85, 22.46, 24.56 and 23.55 mmol/mol) were more similar between specimens than the minima (13.27, 9.08, 16.45 and 13.19 mmol/mol). Therefore, the range in ICP-OES derived Mg/Ca ratios within individual *P. vulgata* specimens also exhibited some variability (12.58, 13.37, 8.11 and 10.35 mmol/mol).

![Figure 5: Comparison of Mg/Ca profiles obtained by ICP-OES (open symbols and grey line) and LIBS (filled symbols and black line) for *P. vulgata* marine mollusc shell samples MA.107.2, MA.105.3, MA.112.3 and MA.101.3.](image)

Significantly, the Mg/Ca profiles obtained by the two analytical methodologies were similar in all samples, exhibiting high correlation coefficients (Fig. 6). Both LIBS and ICP-OES techniques showed similar relative trends in Mg/Ca and also identify the same number of Mg/Ca cycles within individual *P. vulgata* specimens, these cycles interpreted here as being caused by seasonal changes in seawater temperature. However, it can be seen in Fig. 6 that there are differences in the linear regression parameters (when comparing LIBS Mg/Ca (a.u) with ICP-OES (mmol/mol) between the four *P. vulgata* shells, which can best be attributed to...
inconsistent LIBS experimental conditions that affect the raw LIBS Mg/Ca values, as discussed in section 2.

The second set of LIBS measurements were performed along a shorter sampling path, close to the apex of the *P. vulgata* shells that crosses the *m*-2 calcite layer. Fig. 7 shows the Mg/Ca profiles measured in the shell apex area compared with those generated for the longer profiles through the *m*+2 layer. A total of 63, 35, 66 and 96 LIBS measurement points were performed at 25 μm intervals on the same *P. vulgata* specimens MA.107.3, MA.105.3, MA.112.3 and MA.101.3, respectively. The number of Mg/Ca cycles identified within these shell apex profiles are between one and three. The minima in LIBS apex Mg/Ca (1.31, 1.37, 1.39 and 1.44 a.u.) were similar in all four specimens, whereas the maxima (1.73, 2.03, 1.94 and 2.13 a.u.) exhibited higher variability. Therefore, Mg/Ca ranges were 0.42, 0.66, 0.55 and 0.69 a.u. for specimens MA.107.3, MA.105.3, MA.112.3 and MA.101.3, respectively.
Fig. 7: Comparison of Mg/Ca profiles obtained by LIBS in the m-2 calcite layer near the apex of the shell and by LIBS in the m+2 calcite layer, for samples MA.107.2, MA.105.3, MA.112.3 and MA.101.3. Note: the apex distance axis has been subject to a fixed linear stretch to facilitate visual comparison of those Mg/Ca profiles with the m+2 layer Mg/Ca profiles.

It must be noted that the absolute LIBS-determined Mg/Ca values are different between both sets of measurements, due to the second set (within the shell apex m-2 layer) being made with the narrow spectral window, whereas the first set (transects through the shell m+2 layer) was completed with the wide spectral window. Because it is not possible at present to convert the LIBS Mg/Ca ratios into mmol/mol concentration units, only relative variation (minima, maxima and cycles) of Mg/Ca can be compared. As shown in Fig. 7, the relative variation of Mg/Ca within individual specimens in similar in both areas of the P. vulgata shells that were sampled, for all four specimens, confirming that measurement of Mg/Ca in the shell apex region is an appropriate sampling approach.

4. Discussion

4.1 Comparison of techniques: LIBS vs ICP-OES determined intra-shell Mg/Ca profiles
Because LIBS offers some advantages (i.e. primarily speed of analysis) over the established ICP-based techniques for the determination of elemental ratios in marine mollusc carbonate shells, there is interest in assessing LIBS performance for such applications. Fig. 5 illustrates very high similarity between the LIBS and ICP-OES Mg/Ca determinations within the same calcite layer of archaeological *P. vulgata* shells. Any small differences between the two techniques can most likely be attributed to two different reasons. First, the intrinsic lower precision of LIBS due to the shot-to-shot plasma variability [34]. However, Fig. 4 indicates that LIBS has potential to generate highly repetitive Mg/Ca profiles, albeit only when LIBS operating conditions are consistent and probably only when shell Mg concentrations are high enough (which is not the case for all marine mollusc species). Second, the two analytical techniques do actually sample slightly different parts of the *P. vulgata* shells. For ICP-OES Mg/Ca determinations, powder material is extracted by micromilling the complete sectioned width of individual contemporaneously-deposited shell growth increments that stretch the complete thickness of the calcite layer, with a total carbonate mass of more than 100 µg for each sampled point. In contrast, LIBS laser pulses produce craters 100 µm in diameter with an ablated mass of carbonate of only ca. 0.2 µg (500 times lower than that measured by ICP-OES). This reduction in both the quantity of CaCO$_3$ and cross-section area sampled by LIBS potentially facilitates detection of smaller scale variations in magnesium incorporated within individual shell growth increments. Other studies have shown that growth lines (separating shell growth increments) can contain more organic material and a higher amount of Mg [35] which could produce a sudden increase in Mg/Ca, unrelated to ambient seawater temperature variations, when these growth lines are sampled. For those laser-based analytical techniques that only sample small areas within growth increments (i.e. LIBS and LA-ICP-MS), these observations suggest that an alternative sampling strategy, other than a simple path along the centre of the calcite $m+2$ layer, should be used. A previous work by Hausmann et al has explored a 2D grid sampling of the complete calcite layer of other kind of shells, but the results, showing annual trends as well as local heterogeneities, are difficult to validate against other analytical techniques [11].

Other studies have proposed that magnesium concentrations are heterogeneous within individual contemporaneously-deposited growth increments [11].
In any case, further studies are required in order to investigate the spatial heterogeneity of elemental incorporation within contemporaneous shell growth increments, and such investigations should be undertaken for all marine mollusc species that might be used as archives of past climate change (including seawater temperature variability). Due to the smaller sampling volumes and the higher spatial resolution achievable using LIBS, as well as its lower cost than LA-ICP-MS, this analytical technique possibly can offer new insights on magnesium incorporation into different parts of marine mollusc shells.

4.2 LIBS Mg/Ca profiles measured in the P. vulgata shell apex area

Elemental ratios in P. vulgata marine mollusc shells are typically measured in the calcite $m+2$ shell layer [9, 36, 37], because that part of the shell covers most of the mollusc’s lifespan with high shell deposition rates, resulting in a long section that enables high temporal resolution measurements. The $m-2$ calcite layer located near the P. vulgata shell apex is now shown to preserve the same Mg/Ca record [25], but is compressed into a thickness of only a few millimetres. Therefore, powder micromilling techniques cannot achieve sampling at high enough spatial (and thus temporal) resolution within this shell apex area. Only one study [30] has measured elemental ratios in the Patella shell apex, applying LA-ICP-MS to modern P. vulgata shells. Although those results showed cycles (presumably seasonal) in Mg/Ca, those cycles were not correlated with other Mg/Ca profiles generated in other shell layers, nor were correlated with other techniques or with ambient seawater temperature.

This study shows a high similarity between LIBS Mg/Ca profiles measured in the apex $m-2$ shell layer and Mg/Ca profiles generated for the thicker $m+2$ shell layer. One advantage of generating Mg/Ca profiles within the shell apex area is that the high spatial resolution achievable using LIBS and the speed of this technique could lead to faster generation of Mg/Ca profiles with a sufficient number of data points to maintain high temporal resolution and capture intra-annual changes within Mg/Ca profiles. Perhaps more importantly, because the growth increments in the shell apex are aligned parallel to the interior edge of the shell, measurements can be performed using LIBS depth profiling from the exterior P. vulgata shell surface [38], removing the requirement to section shell specimens or undertake any other time consuming sample preparation.
4.3 Archaeological applications

Mg/Ca profiles within archaeological shells recovered from shell middens could be used for season-of-capture investigations, i.e. assessment of when this marine food resource was harvested by prehistoric societies. Such applications must assume that cycles in Mg/Ca within individual marine mollusc shells are following intra-annual (i.e. seasonal changes) in seawater temperature, with high Mg/Ca correlating with the warmest (summer) months and low Mg/Ca correlating with the coldest (winter) months [9, 39]. However, it must also be recognised that cessation of mollusc shell growth might also occur during the coldest and hottest times of the year [29, 36], such that shell-derived Mg/Ca time series do not capture the full 12 months of ambient seawater temperature.

For season-of-capture studies to be undertaken Mg/Ca profiles do not need to be generated for an entire marine mollusc shell thickness. Rather, it is sufficient to be able to identify trends in the Mg/Ca records nearest to the shell edges (i.e. the most recently deposited shell material), as well as by comparison with the proximal maximum or minimum in Mg/Ca. Following such an approach, interpretation of Fig. 5 shows that the season-of-capture of the four archaeological *P. vulgata* specimens investigated in this study is spring, winter, autumn and summer for MA.107.2, MA.105.3, MA.112.3 and MA.101.3, respectively.

It must be noted that for these archaeological studies only the relative intra-shell variation of the Mg/Ca ratio is needed. Therefore, the limitation of our current instrumental setup to obtain quantitative values (due to the low resolution and low number of available analytical lines) does not preclude its application. Even with this limitation, LIBS offers fast measurement time, considerably reduced sample preparation time (potentially even none, if LIBS depth profiling from the exterior shell surface is applied) and low cost of instrumentation. Specifically, the advantages that LIBS offers for archaeological studies are an approximately 20x reduction in time required to measure an individual *P. vulgata* specimen (ca. 1 hour is required to measure and process LIBS spectral information per shell sample, compared to ca. 20 hours to micromill calcium carbonate powders and to prepare sample solutions for ICP-OES, as well as subsequent processing of emission intensity data). Although spatially-resolved elemental measurements, including within marine mollusc shells, can be undertaken using LA-ICP-MS, that is much more costly and complex analytical instrumentation.

5. Conclusions
This study presents comparative analysis of Mg/Ca profiles measured within shells of archaeological specimens of the common limpet *P. vulgata*, using ICP-OES and LIBS analytical techniques. The results validate application of the LIBS analytical technique for this application; LIBS has rarely been applied to marine mollusc shells, but this analytical technique can offer several distinct advantages over conventional spectrometry techniques (ICP-OES, ICP-MS and LA-ICP-MS), including faster measurements, minimal (or potentially even no) sample preparation, easy automation and less complex and lower cost instrumentation.

Mg/Ca profiles measured in the $m+2$ calcite layer of sectioned specimens of four archaeological *P. vulgata* shells using LIBS and ICP-OES are highly correlated ($R^2$ values from 0.62 to 0.91). Both analytical techniques record the same cycles in Mg/Ca within individual *P. vulgata* shells, interpreted to represent intra-annual (seasonal) changes in seawater temperature. LIBS Mg/Ca profiles have also been generated, for the first time, in the *P. vulgata* $m-2$ calcite layer near the shell apex. The shell apex Mg/Ca profiles exhibit a high degree of similarity with the Mg/Ca profiles that are more traditionally generated for the $m+2$ calcite layer. Because of the nature and orientation of incremental shell growth within the *P. vulgata* shell apex region, there is the possibility of applying the LIBS depth profiling technique to the shell apex to generate Mg/Ca profiles, without the need for any shell specimen preparation (i.e. sectioning).

The now proven utility of the LIBS analytical technique for robust generation of Mg/Ca profiles within *P. vulgata* shells has significant implications for archaeological studies. LIBS will allow much faster generation of *P. vulgata* shell Mg/Ca profiles (a ca. 20-fold reduction in sample preparation and measurement time cf. ICP-OES). Consequently, the number of mollusc shell specimens collected from any archaeological site, as well as from any chronological level within any archaeological site, that can be subject to determination of intra-shell Mg/Ca profiles will be considerably increased using the LIBS analytical technique, thereby improving the statistical significance of datasets and robustness of interpretations. One example archaeological application that will benefit from LIBS Mg/Ca profiles is season-of-capture of marine mollusc as a food resource for the prehistoric societies.

Future research will focus on development of the LIBS depth-profiling technique for generation of intra-shell Mg/Ca profiles, primarily to remove the requirement for sectioning of mollusc shell specimens, as well as the use of calibration-free LIBS techniques (using a different instrumental setup, specifically, a multichannel compact CCD spectrometer with high resolution and wide wavelength span) so that actual molar Mg/Ca (i.e. as mmol/mol) profiles
can be generated. Quantitative determination of Mg/Ca profiles for a large number of modern shell specimens, with known contemporaneous seawater temperatures during shell formation, will potentially facilitate robust calibration of the Mg/Ca vs. seawater temperature dependence for different marine mollusc species, thereby enabling more precise paleoclimatic studies.
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